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Asia Oil & Gas Global Oils read for Asia; Opex reduction a focus; Larger than expected capex cuts; further impairment risks remain With the US and European Oils and Oil Services reporting season having started, we detail a summary from management teams with read-across to our Asia energy coverage. Overall the oil industry is expecting a low period of oil prices this year and possibly next and while companies have focused on capex cutting, the ability for the oil industry to manage opex has been a focus for investors. Key points: 



Highest ever year for impairments?: Shell’s 4Q14 results (see note) saw large impairments e.g. Kashagan, where INPEX also has a 7.56% interest and cautioned that impairments are still possible as they reduce exposure/exit from some international (unconventional) positions. Shell’s long run base case assumption is unchanged at US$90/bl Brent and US$4/mbtu Henry hub (see note). We see impairment risk for some of our coverage who have been active acquirers over the last few years namely, CNOOC, INPEX, PTTEP (see note) and to a lesser extent Reliance, ONGC and PetroChina.







Oil prices to stay low at least 2015: Consistent with comments made by oil producers at a recent oil industry event we attended, many producers see low oil prices this year and ConocoPhillips seems to agree with our oil outlook stating "we see a modestly rising price deck over the course of the next few years, but certainly not back to a level that we've seen the last 2 or 3 years" (see note).







Some visibility on opex cuts: There was some guidance around opex cuts, with corporate overheads already being cut sharply, direct opex is being managed through further squeezing oil service costs from drilling to high cost regions such as Europe – a sector we recently re-iterated our negative view on (see note). We have previously suggested that a challenge for our China Oils coverage (see note) is the ability to manage opex, where in the last 2008/09 period opex/bl was essentially flat y/y relative to international oil companies on average down c20% y/y.







Rig dayrates to moderate further; labour cost inflation still ‘sticky’: As J.P. Morgan's Commodities team highlighted recently (see note), oil producers are seeing declines in onshore rig dayrates. ConocoPhillips are seeing reduction as rigs start rolling off, onshore rig rates will be coming down with very few North American rig contract terms beyond 1 year. The company also suggested labour cost for major projects and in some countries such as Australia is unlikely to decrease over the next year.







Further capex cuts mainly driven by project deferral: Most companies are guiding to lower capex this year, which may see global upstream capex decline on average by c15% y/y. For example, ConocoPhillips further cut FY15E capex guidance by $2bn and is now down ~33% y/y, primarily from project deferral and Occidental Petroleum’s FY15 capex is also down 33% y/y. Chevron FY15 capex guidance is down 15% y/y (exploration expense down 10-15% y/y) partly reduced activity and deflation, see note.







Multi-year capex cutting cycle for some companies: While it is understandable considering its balance sheet position that Petrobras not only has announced a capex cut of 25% in 2015 capex, but also indicated further cuts in 2016 and 2017 (see note), potentially further risks for Keppel, Sembmarine which has exposure to Brazil, there was indication from some producers that capex cuts may continue into 2016 and beyond.







Retroactive rig dayrate reduction, watch out when oil services say rig contracts are "locked-up": Chevron management indicated for one of its rigs in one location around the world it was offered a "50% reduction in rig rate" and already captured "retroactive [1 January] rig reductions in some areas".







Indonesia cutbacks: Chevron also indicated it has reduced spending and cut some rigs in Indonesia in response to economics which may reflect the slow pace at which new government is taking to provide incentives or contract renewal for producers (e.g. INPEX has the largest reserve/production exposure in Indonesia for our coverage, worth c25-30% of our NAV for INPEX).







Pressure on LNG markets: Chevron management describe Gorgon (90% complete) and Wheatstone (55% complete) as "very comfortable that the economics will be fine" and while acknowledging pressure on LNG pricing, recently signed an oil-linked LNG contract for a medium term proportion of volume toward the end of the decade.
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